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                Our Little Japanese Cousin

                
 by   Mary Hazelton Blanchard Wade 
Our Little Japanese Cousin is written by Mary Hazelton Wade. The story of Lotus Blossom, a little Japanese girl who is a gifted child.

Her Papa and mamma always ready to play with her, her dresses are most comfortable, her footwear is always makes her to walk comfortably. She feeds Pigeons, buy candies, goes to her aunt's garden and learns lesso..
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                Our Little French Cousin

                
 by   Blanche McManus 
OUR Little French Cousin, written by Blanche McManus is the story of day to day life of Germaine. She is a little girl lives in Norman village which is a part of opulent sections of France.

This book compares the contemporary life style of France compared to its ancient counterparts. The great names of history has been referred through out this ..
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                Our Little Philippine Cousin

                
 by   Mary Hazelton Blanchard Wade 
Our Little Philippine Cousin is authored by Mary Hazelton Wade. Philippines, the islands of tribes have many customs within them.

The wild and distrustful nature of them made us difficult to help them, as they do not obey our laws. We must understand them better which will make us understand their needs and help them better. This book is about o..
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                Our Little Siamese Cousin

                
 by   Mary Hazelton Blanchard Wade 
Our Little Siamese Cousin written by Mary Hazelton Wade is the story of Chin, a Siamese boy.  Chin was born when his mother was just 14 years old and his father little elder than her.  The poor family, in spite of their misfortunes wanted to celebrate their first baby’s birth. They hired actors to conduct a drama at their house and invite..
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                Household Stories

                
 by   Brothers Grimm 
Household Stories is a collection of fairy tales originally written in German by the German academicians Jacob Grimm and Wilhelm Grimm, most popularly called as Brothers Grimm.

The authors ignited the interest in fairy tales, while the romanticism and Romantic nationalism were ruling the literary world in 19th century. The have aided the recover..
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                The Arabian Nights -  Their Best-known Tales

                
 by   Wiggin 
The Arabian Nights: Their Best known Tales is a delightful,  well-illustrated collection from  the unparalleled series of Arabic tales collected by  Smith, Wiggin,and Parrish. While it is too difficult to miss out any story from such bewildering tales, this collection will definitely delight the reader. 

Some of the stories i..
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                Hawaiian Folk Tales

                
 by   Thomas G. Thrum 
Hawaiian Folk Tales is compiled by Thomas George Thrum, an antiquarian credited for extensive research on Hawaiian tales. The author mentions in his preface that; literary world has not taken much effort in bringing the Hawaiian civilization. This will be an exceptional effort in bringing the tales of Hawaiian.

This book contains a compilation o..
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                Childhood's Favorites and Fairy Stories

                
 by   Hamilton Wright Mabie 
Childhood's Favorites and Fairy Stories is a story collection compiled by Hamilton Wright Mabie, an American author and Edward Everett Hale, an American historian.

This collection contains the most famous fairy tales and rhymes which has been told to the young children for generations, in all part of the world. Most of the stories are translated..
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